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Orphaned at just ten years of age, Raulin vows to track down the eleven men who murdered his

family and make them pay for what they have taken from him; however, he finds himself thrust into

the middle of a conflict that soon proves to be much bigger than his quest for revenge. Can he

become the man his father always envisioned or will the hatred in his heart make him into the very

man he is hunting?Conscripted into the Keepers at a young age, Bruschianâ€”now thirtyâ€”is finally

about to get his first true tasted of freedom. He must discover who he will become now that he is no

longer forced to bear arms in the name of a Church in which he does not believe. After all these

years, is he more than just the killer they created?Raulin: Rise of the Forest King, takes place in the

years prior to the events of The Keeper of Edelyndia. It is the origin story of a fledgling rebellion and

an orphaned king.
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Possibly even better than The Keeper of Edelyndia, Denen has further proven his writing and

character development skills. I never wanted to put this book down. Very much looking forward to

what comes next for the people in Edelyndia!

Should I even be surprised anymore? Denen has created a universe that is so easily to lose

yourself in. I loved the Keeper of Edelyndia, but Raulin has stolen my heart as my new favorite in

Denen's collection. I strongly encourage anyone to read Raulin!

I absolutely LOVED The Keeper of Edelyndia (The Keeper Chronicles Book 1), and I very much

enjoyed this one except that it was a bit gory for my taste. The author develops the character of

Raulin well, and it's a great supplement to his character in The Keeper of Edelyndia. Overall, I

recommend the book.

Though this is a prequel, and I did indeed read The Keeper of Edelyndia first, I actually preferred it

that way. Over the past 15 years I've almost exclusively read Christian Fiction and lately Christian

fantasy. For me it is a great escape. I appreciated the author's restraint in not using this genre as a

disguise for another romance novel. The books were genuinely interesting, very visual, just the right

amount of characters to understand where you are in the story line with good character

development. Good vs evil but not too predictable. I thoroughly enjoyed both books in the series.

When is the next one coming out? I'm ready!

Raulin's journey transitions him from a confident young boy following his father to a teen fueling his

hate for the 12 Keepers. The reader has a view of the inner conflict Raulin is faced with from his

families past, as well as the possibilities that he may find the wisdom to let go of his hate. The

character development was an intense ride of many emotions that lead to his Raulin's character in

Denen's first novel in the Keepers Series. I highly recommend this book!

Couldn't put it down from the minute I started it. Characters easy to know and identify with, action

without gore and tough fighting men without offensive language. I shouldered anything by this

author and highly recommend this book. Do yourself a favor and read this truly exciting book.

:)HIGHLY RECOMMEND!!! :)

Overall, this was a very good read. Definitely a page turner. My only complaint is common with most



books I read electronically. There were a number of glaring editorial mistakes. Wrong words, word

processing slip-ups, etc. made for some unpleasant distractions. However, I'm getting used to them.

This is a fantastic book. As a middle school teacher, I often read books in order to make

recommendations for independent reading for my students. This book will appeal to young adults as

well as adults. The writing captures the mood of the fantasy precisely, and keeps readers on the

edges of their seats. I highly recommend this book!
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